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Levels of Curation Needed vs. Taken for 
Datasets Observed in 2016-2017 Planning Phase 
(n=175) 
Major	 Basic	 Minimal	 None	 Unknown	
Major	edits	to	
the	metadata	
and/or	major	
changes	to	the	
ﬁles	(new	or	
missing)	
Edits	to	the	
metadata	and/
or	basic	
changes	to	the	
ﬁles	
Small	edits	to	
the	metadata	
No	edits		 Cura1on	
Needs/Ac1ons	
were	not	
documented	
The	Data	Cura>on	Network	(DCN)	Submission	Workﬂow	
	
	
175	 Data	sets	observed	across	6	DCN	ins1tu1ons	in	2016-2017.	
77%	 Representa1on	from	scien1ﬁc	disciplines	including	agricultural,	biological,	
engineering/applied,	and	physical	
sciences.		
	
51	 Diﬀerent	ﬁle	types	with	~30%	tabular/spreadsheet	ﬁles.	
1	hour	 Average	1me	spent	curators	spent	processing	the	majority	of	datasets.		
70%	took	less	than	2	hours.	
47%	
	
Percent	of	datasets	lacking	
documenta1on.		
77	 Datasets	that	needed	“Major”	cura1on	(e.g.,	documenta1on,	transform	ﬁle	
formats).	Only	41	received	this	level.	
11	 	Most	datasets	received	in	one	day.	
A	wrihen	version	of	our	DCN	model	is	available	with	detailed	cura1on	workﬂows,	staﬃng	roles,	drai	
MOUs,	and	tool	tracking	func1onal	requirements	as	“Data	Cura1on	Network:	A	Cross-Ins1tu1onal	
Staﬃng	Model	for	Cura1ng	Research	Data”	originally	published	July	27,	2017	online	at	
hhps://sites.google.com/site/datacura1onnetwork/results.				
	
#datacura1onnetwork					
	
Submit	
•  Local	researcher	
self-deposits	
data	set	to	local	
data	cura1on	
service.	
Appraise	
•  Local	curator	
appraises	
submission	and	
determines	if	the	
data	should	be	
submihed	to	the	
DCN	for	cura1on.	
Review	+	
Assign	
•  DCN	Coordinator	
reviews	
submission	and	
assigns	to	
appropriate	DCN	
curator	based	on	
ﬁle	and	discipline	
exper1se.	
Curate	
•  DCN	Curators	
performs	expert	
curatorial	review	
and	reports	back	
to	DCN	
coordinator.	
	DCN	
Coordina>on	
•  DCN	coordinator	
communicates	
needed	ac1ons	
back	to	the	local	
curator.		
Take	
Ac>on	
•  Local	curator	
assists	local	
researcher	with	
any	ac1ons	(in	
person,	via	email,	
etc.).	
Re-submit	
•  Researcher	
addresses	
curatorial	issues	
and	resubmits.	
Finalize	
•  Local	curator	
ﬁnalized	data	
submission	and	
no1ﬁes	DCN	
coordinator.	
Assess	
•  DCN	curator	
reviews	ﬁnal	data	
publica1on	to	
assess	if	DCN	
standards	were	
met.	
=	DCN	 =	Local	Curator	 =	Researcher	
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Local	DCN	Partner	Ins1tu1on	Workﬂow		
Uncurated	Data		
Presen1ng	scale	and	exper1se	
challenges	to	individual	
ins1tu1ons	
Curated	Data		
At	scale	and	with	great	
eﬃciency	through	shared	Data	
Cura1on	Network	
Appraise	
and	Select	
Ingest	 Preserve	
Long-Term	
Facilitate	
Access	DCN	
